Our Brand:

The value of any organization is directly tied to what people believe about it. That is why Heritage University considers the perception of our brand to be of critical importance. The principles presented in this document are designed to foster clarity and brand consistency in all of the university’s communications. It is imperative that the brand components described here remain as consistent and purposeful as our school itself.
The Heritage University signature is the heart of our brand. Born of tradition, it represents the importance of “place” as well as our dedication to students and their success in the real world.

Solid Heritage Blue, as shown, is the preferred presentation. Vector artwork is available for reproduction in all acceptable variations; do not redraw or modify it in any way.
The Signature: Variations

Since the preferred signature may not always be practical or desirable, these alternative treatments extend our design flexibility. No other variations are acceptable. Heritage Blue and black are the only acceptable colors for the positive version. The signature may be reversed out of a background color, preferably Heritage Blue or any of the secondary Heritage colors, except Heritage Gold, which does not provide enough contrast.

The stacked signature is intended for extremely narrow applications where the standard signature is too wide. Its use is restricted to these special conditions and it is not to be used interchangeably with the single-line version. All other usage guidelines apply to this version as well.
The Signature: Staging

The Heritage University signature must always be treated respectfully, beginning with proper staging. It is important that it be positioned prominently and in a manner that allows it ownership of the message, regardless of the medium.

The diagrams at right illustrate the size of the exclusion zone surrounding the signature. No other text or graphics may intrude into this area.

Minimum sizes: The linear signature may not be used any smaller than 1.6875” wide. The stacked version may not be smaller than 1” in width.
The Heritage University signature may not be modified in any way. Shown at right are a few examples of unacceptable treatments.

- **Use only the approved colors.**
- **Do not distort the signature.**
- **Do not alter the relationship of signature elements.**
- **Do not replace or modify any element.**
- **Do not reset the logotype.**
- **Avoid insufficient background contrast when placed over imagery.**
Brand Colors: Primary

The strength and energetic spirit of our organization are represented by Heritage Blue and Heritage Gold, the official colors of Heritage University. Thoughtful and consistent application of these colors helps to foster a strong visual link with our brand identity across a broad range of applications.

**HERITAGE BLUE**
- CMYK: 100 89 0 0
- PANTONE: Reflex Blue
- RGB: 32 65 154

**HERITAGE GOLD**
- CMYK*: 0 25 89 0
- PANTONE: 123
- RGB: 255 194 53

*NOTE: Heritage Gold’s CMYK breakdown differs from PANTONE standards. Use this ink combination for all CMYK reproduction.
**Brand Colors:** Secondary and Tertiary colors

Each of the university’s six overarching degree program types are represented by a specific color in the tertiary palette. These colors are the dominate colors used in materials developed for academic programs.

The tertiary palette can be used as supporting colors in materials that are not specific to the academic degree programs as long as they are not the dominate color represented.

**IMPORTANT:**
This color palette has been developed primarily for four-color process print reproduction. Please use the process build specified rather than the PANTONE ink number, as the PANTONE CMYK conversion may not match the preferred Heritage brand colors. PANTONE ink numbers are to be used only for single-color printing or specialty items.
**Brand Elements:** The Heritage Eagle

The Heritage Eagle serves as a unique symbol of strength, wisdom and freedom. It is to be applied as a large-scale graphic embellishment and is not to be incorporated as a new logo. It exists as an independent element of our graphic architecture. It may not be used as a substitute for the existing brand signature.

The eagle may be cropped expressively and it may appear in any of our brand colors including the secondary palette. Always minimize the contrast to enhance text legibility.
Trade Gothic is the font selected for all Heritage University marketing communications such as advertising, brochures or banners. Its clear, no-nonsense character speaks honestly, strengthening our written words.

For internal communications such as memos, e-mail or anything to be printed on letterhead, Times is preferred because of its readability and availability.
Sub-branding: College and Departmental Identities

Each college, department and significant office is represented by its own unique signature styled as shown. Each is a lock-down piece of vector art and is available from the marketing department. Do not redraw or recreate this signature in any way.

Heritage University
College of Education and Psychology

Heritage University
Department of Business and Accounting

Heritage University
Office of Advancement
**Sub-brand:** Enzo Eagle, the Heritage mascot

Enzo Eagle was created by Visual Arts major Carlos Prado and adopted by the student body as the official mascot of Heritage University in 2018. He is a team-building rally point that represents the enthusiasm of Heritage University students, their tenacity and grit. Enzo’s image is best used for student-centered materials. Work with the Marketing Department for iterations that best meet your needs.
As yet another publicly visible extension of our brand, it is imperative that our e-mail signature be consistently presented. Since all university e-mail should have the sender’s signature attached, an official e-mail signature will be provided for all administrators, faculty and staff members. Please contact the marketing department for yours, or with changes to the contact information. Do not recreate your own and do not modify its appearance.
While these guidelines cannot specifically cover every conceivable usage, the underlying principles reflected here should be adhered to regardless of medium or application. If you have questions about unique applications that are not specifically covered by this manual, please contact the marketing department for clarifications, variance requests or reprographic files.